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PREFACE 
The theory of variational inequalities was initiated by G. Stampacchia [66] and 
G. Fichera [25], separately in the early sixties during the investigations of problems of 
mechanical and potential theory, respectively. Now this theory has become a powerful 
and effective tool in studying a wide class of problems arising in various branches of 
mathematical, physical and engineering sciences and optimization. In the last four 
decades this theory has enjoyed vigorous growth and has attracted the attention of 
a large number of mathematicians, engineers, economists and physicists. The first 
general theorem for existence and uniqueness of the solution of variational ineciuality 
problem was estabhshed by J.L. Lions and G. Stampacchia [65] in 1967. Since then 
this theory has been extended in various directions. 
In scalar optimization, a variational inequality has shown to be a very useful model 
both for unifying the mathematical analysis and for overcoming the difficulty of defining 
the objective function. The same advantages are expected in the vector case. The later 
aspect is very promising for applications; here only one has briefly touched, which has 
been recently put in evidence. In the field of equilibrium problems, several efforts have 
been devoted to the study of city traffic in a network [11, and the references therein]. 
In this problem, the equilibrium depends on several variables, like for instance cost 
of fuel and time necessary to travel. Hence, this is truly a vector problem. Every 
attempt to formulate and calculate the objective functions expressing fuel, time, and 
so on (or even a compromise of them, when the problem has been approximated by 
a scalar one), has produced only rough models, which have been far from reality. A 
vector variational inequahty, introduced by Italian mathematician F. Giannessi [26] in 
1980, may overcome this difficulty without losing the vector nature of the problem. 
The vector variational inequality is an important generalization of variational in-
equality and has been extended and generalized by a number of mathematicians with 
the application to a wide class of vector equilibrium problems such as traffic problems, 
vector (multi-objective) optimization problems, etc. 
The main objective of this work is to study the existence theory of some important 
classes of vector variational inequalities in the setting of Banach spaces and topolog-
ical vector spaces; and to discussthe applications of some of these classes of vector 
variational inequalities to convex (nonconvex) vector optimization problems. There 
are five chapters in this dissertation. Chapter 1, contains a brief survey of variational 
inequalities; variational formation of some optimization and physical problems; and 
basic definitions and results which have been used in the subsequent chapters. Chap-
ter 2 deals with the existence theory of some classes of vector variational inequahties 
with and without variable dominated cones. Further, the applications of some of these 
classes of vector variational inequahties have been given in finding out the existence of 
weak minima and weak e-minima (approximate minima) of vector optimization prob-
lems. Chapter 3 deals with the existence theory of some classes of vector variational 
inequalities involving set-valued mappings. Further, an application of one of these 
classes of vector variational inequalities has been given in finding out the existence of 
weak saddle point of convex vector saddle point problem. 
Chapter 4 deals with the existence theory of some classes of vector variational-
hke inequahties involving set-valued mappings. Further, an application of one of these 
classes of vector variational-hke inequahties has been given in finding out the existence 
of weak minima of nonconvex vector optimization problem. Chapter 5 deals with 
the existence theory of some classes of generalized vector variational-like inequalities 
involving set-valued mappings. Further, an application of one of these classes of vector 
variational-like inequahties has been given in finding out the existence of weak saddle 
point of nonconvex vector saddle point problem. 
In the end a fairly comprehensive fist of references is presented. 
ni 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this chapter, we give a brief survey of theory of variational inequalities. Further 
we give the variational formulation of some optimization and engineering problems and 
review the concepts and results, which are needed for the presentation of subsecjuent 
chapters of this dissertation. The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 1.2, we give a very brief survey of theory of variational inequalities. 
In Section 1.3, we give the variational formulation of some optimization and engi-
neering problems. 
In Section 1.4, we review the concepts and results which are needed for the proof 
of results presented in the subsequent chapters. 
1.2. BRIEF SURVEY OF THEORY OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Variational concepts play a fundamental role in the theory of partial differential 
equations. Variational formulations can serve not only to unify diverse fields but also 
to suggest new theories. They also provide a powerful mean for studying the existence 
of solutions to partial differential ecjuations. Variational methods are usually used for 
approximations. Recently variational theory has been enriched by the development of 
the theory of variational inequalities. 
The theory of variational inequalities was initiated by G. Stampacchia [66] and 
G. Fichera [25], separately in the early sixties during the investigations of problems 
of mechanical and potential theory, respectively. This theory has become a powerful 
and effective tool in studying a wide class of problems arising in various branches of 
mathematical, physical and engineering sciences. In the last four decades this the-
ory has enjoyed vigorous growth and has attracted the attention of a large number of 
mathematicians, engineers, economists and physicists. The first general theorem for 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of variational inequality problem was estab-
hshed by J.L. Lions and G. Stampacchia [65] in 1967. Since then this theory has been 
extended in various directions. 
In 1973, A. Benssousan [7] introduced a new class of variational inequalities known 
as quasi-variational inequalities arising in the study of impulse control theory. Quasi-
variational inequalities are also applicable in the problems of optimization, economics 
and decision science. 
In 1980, F. Giannessi [26] introduced an important class of variational inequalities, 
known as vector variational inequalities. Since then it has been extended and gener-
alized by a number of mathematicians with the application to a wide class of vector 
equiUbrium probleuas such as traffic problems, multi-objective optimization problems, 
etc. 
In 1989, J. Parida, M. Sahoo and A. Kumar [59] introduced a class of variational 
inequalities, known as variational-like inequalities arising in the study of non-convex 
optimization problems. 
There is available a large number of research monographs, proceedings and books 
deahngs with the various aspects of the theory of variational inequalities and its appli-
cations in mechanics, optimization, optimal control, engineering, physics, economics, 
etc. See for example, Aubin [2], Baiocchi and Capelo [3], Barbu [4], Bensoussan and 
Lions [5], Ciarlet [14], Cottle and Giannessi [15], Crank [16], Duvant and Lions [23], 
Giannessi [27], Glowinski [29], Glowinski-Lions and Tremoliers [30], Kikuchi and Oden 
[42], Kiuderlehrer and Stampacchia [43], Mosco [57], Panagiotopoulos [58], Patrikson 
[60]. 
Now we give some important classes of variational inequalities. 
Let / / be a Hilbert space with inner product (•, •). Let jj • || denote the norm induced 
by inner product; let (•,•) denote the duality pairing between H* and / / , where //* is 
the topological dual of H and let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of / / . Given 
that T,A are nonhnear operators on H into //*; a,(-,-) is a real-valued bilinear form 
on H and F E H* is fixed. Then we give the following important classes of variational 
inecjualities arising in the study of various problems of mathematical, physical and 
engineering sciences etc. 
Class 1.2.1[Stampacchia-Lions], Find x E K such that 
a{x,y-x) > {F,y-x) for all y e K. (1-2.1) 
For application and other details, see for example [16,30,43]. 
Class 1.2.2[Stampacchia-Hartman-Browder], Find x e K such that 
{T{x),y-x) > {F,y-x) for all y e K. (1.2.2) 
For application, see for example [10,32]. 
Class 1.2.3. Find x E K such that 
{T{x),y-x) > {A{x),y-x) for all y E K. (1.2.3) 
For application, see for example [42,65]. 
Class 1.2.4. Find x E K such that 
{T{x),y-x) + (f){x,y)-(l>{x,x) > {Ax,y-x) for all y E K, (1-2.4) 
where 4>{-,-) : H x H -^ Ris an appropriate function. For application, see [3,65]. 
Class 1.2.5[Bensoussan-Lions]. Find x E K{x) such that 
{T{x),y-x) > {A{x),y-x) for all y E K{x), (1.2.5) 
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where K : H -^ 2^'. We call it a quasi-variational inequality. For application, see for 
example [2,3,30,57]. 
Class 1.2.6[Parida-Sahoo-Kumar]. Given two nonlinear mappings S : H -^ H and 
rj: K y. K -^ H, then find x E K such that 
(r(t/),/?(y,:r)) > 0, for all yEK (1.2.6) 
We call it a variational-Hke inequality problem, see [59]. 
Let X and Y be ordered Banach spaces. Let K C. X he a nonempty, closed and 
convex. Given a mapping T : K -^ L{X, Y) where L{X, Y) is the space of all linear 
continuous operators from X into Y. 
Class 1.2.7[Giannessi], Let P C y be a cone such that i n t P ^ 0, where int.4 
denotes interior of set A. Then the vector variational ineciuality problem is: 
Find xo E K such that 
{T{xo),x-xo) ^ -P\{0}, for all XEK, {L2.7) 
where {T{x),y) denotes the evaluation of the hnear operators T(a;) at y. Hence 
{T{x), •) E Y. For application, see [26,27]. 
Class 1.2-8. Find XQE K such that 
{T{xo),x-xo) ^ - i n t P , for all XEK. (1.2.8) 
For application, see [11 and references therein]. 
1.3. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF SOME OPTIMIZATION A N D 
PHYSICAL PROBLEMS 
Optimization Problem 1.3.1. Let / : [o,fe] -> i? be a differentiable real-valued 
function. We indicate here that finding a point XQ E / := [a,b] such that 
/(a;o) < f{x), for all xE I, 
I.e., 
/(xo) = inU{x) 
is equivalent to finding a solution of a variational inequality. 
We know that 
(i) if a < Xo < 6, then / '(XQ) = 0; 
(ii) if Xo = a, then / ' (XQ) = 0; and 
(iii) if Xo = b, then / ' (XQ) < 0. 
Prom this we observe that 
(/'(^o),^" - ^o) > 0, for all xe[a,b], 
that is, Xo is a solution of Class 1.2.1, where 
F = 0, a{x,y-x) = {f'{x),y-x) 
= {B{x),y-x) 
or, Xo is solution of class 1.2.2, where F = 0, T = / ' , (•,•) = (•,•) as R = R* and 
5 = / ' : R -> R is hnear. 
Remark 1.3.1. Let / be a differentiable real-valued function defined on the closed 
convex set K of R"^. Then finding the minima of / is seeking the points XQ € JFC such 
that 
/(xo) = inf / (x) 
fixo) < f{x), for all x e K, 
is equivalent to finding the points XQ e K which are solutions of Class 1.2.1 or Class 
1.2.2. 
Obstacle P rob lem 1.3.2[64]. Let, us consider a body A C R^, wliich wo shall call 
the obstacle and two points P\ and P2 not belonging to A (sec Fig.(1.3.1)). Let us 
connect Pj and P2 by a weightless elastic string whose points can not i)enotrate A. W(> 
want to study the shape of the string. Suppose that the botnidary of A is a Cartesian 
curve of the equation y 6 (f){x) and furthennore, 
Figure 1.3.1 
u{0) = u(l) = 0, (1.3.1) 
if 7/ = u{x) is the shape assumed by the string. Since the string connects Pi and P2 
u{x) < •0(x). (1.3.2) 
Because the string does not penetrate the obstacle 
u"{x) > 0 (1.3.3) 
and because the string being elastic and weightless must assume a convex shape and 
u{x) < tp{x) => u"{x) = 0, (1.3.4) 
i.e., where it does not touch the obstacle the string tends to assume the shape with 
it minimum possible length, (in particular where there is no obstacle this would be /); 
(1.3.1). (1.3.2), (1.3..3) and (1.3.4) are equivalent to (1.3.1), (1.3.2), (1.3.3) and (1.3.5) 
with 
\u{x)-ij{x)]u"{x) = 0 (1.3.5) 
because if (1.3.4) is true then either u{x) — <p{x) = 0 or u"{x) = 0 and hence (1.3.5) 
is true and if this is true then when u{x) / i/'(a;), we must have u"{x) = 0 and (1.3.2) 
implies that u{x) ^ ip(x) only if u{x) < il'{x). Expansions (1.3.1), (1.3.2), (1.3.3) 
and (1.3.5) constitute a mathematical formulation of the physical problem that we are 
deahng with equivalently, find u ^ K such that 
a{u,v-u) > F{v~u), for all veK (1.3.6) 
where 
H :=: H^{0,1), K := {v e //^(O, /) : u{x) < •iP{x), for ail x e [0,1]}, 
a{u,v) = I u'v'dx, F{v) = 0. (1..3.7) 
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1.4. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
In this section, we review the definitions and results which are needed for the proof 
of results presented in the subsecjuent chapters. 
Definition 1.4.1 [13]. Let X be a real Banach space. A nonempty subset P of X is 
said to be 
(a) cone H P + P = P and XP C P for any real number A > 0, 
(b) pointed cone if P is cone and P n (—P) = {0}; 
(c) connected if P U ( - P ) = X\ 
(d) reproduced il P — P = X. 
Definition 1.4.2[13]. l^ et P be a cone in Banach space X. Then the polar cone of 
P, denoted by P*, is defined as 
P* = {x*eX*: (x*,x) > 0, for any x E P}, 
where X* is the topological dual space of X 
Definition 1.4.3[13]. Let P be a cone in Banach space X. The partial order in X 
with respect to P, denoted by <, is defined as 
x<y<=>y — XEP, for any x,y & X. 
Remark 1,4,1[13]. A linear order in Banach space X is such a partial order which 
is induced by a convex cone P. A ordered Banach space X means a real Banach space 
with a linear order, denoted by {X, P). 
Definition 1.4.4[13]. Let {X,P) be an ordered Banach space with in tP ^ 0, where 
int P denotes interior of cone P. A weak order, denoted by -^, is defined as x -jt y -^ 
y — x ^ int P, for any x,y E. X. 
Remark 1.4.2[13]. The weak order ^ (or J^ ) has the following properties: for any 
x,y,z € X, 
(i) x^y-<F>x + zjiy + z; 
(ii) x ft y <^ Xx jt Xy for any A > 0. 
Definition 1.4.5[51]. Let X be Banach space with its topological dual X*, let K be 
a nonempty convex subset of X and T :/<"-> X* be an operator. Then 
(a) T is said to be monotone if for any x,y E K 
{r{x)-T{y),x-y) > 0; 
(b) T is said to be pseudomonotone if for any x,y E K, 
{T{x),y-x) > 0 implies that {T{y),y-x) > 0; 
Definition 1.4.6[51]. Let X, Y be Banach space; let K he a nonempty convex subset 
of X; let P be a convex cone in Y and let T : K -^ L{X, Y) be an operator. Then 
(a) T is said to be P-monotone if for any x,y E K 
{T{x)-T{y),x^y) e P; 
(b) T is called V-hemicontinuous if for any x,y,z € K, t 6 (0,1), the mapping 
t —^ {T{x + t{y — x)), z) is continuous at O"*". 
Definition 1.4.7[51]. Let X,Y be normed vector spaces; let T : X -» 2 (^-''''^ '^  be a 
set-valued map and let P be a closed, pointed and convex cone of Y such that int P 7^  0. 
Then 
(a) T is said to be P-monotone if for any x,y E X, s e T{x) and t E T{y), {s — t,x — 
y ) e P ; 
(b) T is said to be C-pseudomonotone if for any x,y E X, existss E T{x) such that 
(s, y- x) ^ - in t P implies that 31 E T{y) such that {t, y - x) ^ - i n t P . 
(c) T is said to be V-hemicontinuovs if for any x,y € X, a > 0 and tc, E T{x + ay), 
there exist to E T{x) such that for any z E X, 
{ta, z)-^ {to, 2) as a-^0^. 
Definition 1.4.8[13]. Let X be a Banach space, let (K,P) be a ordered Banach 
space with int P* y^  0 and let K he a convex and unbounded subset of X. A mapping 
T : K -^ L{X, Y) is said to be weak coercive on K if tliere exist XQ E K and .s e int F*, 
such that 
{SQTJX) - SOT{XQ), X - XQ) _^ 
\\x - a;o|| 
where a; 6 /^ and ||a;|l -> +00; where S[iT{x) = s{T{x)) 
Remark 1.4.3[13]. It is easy to see that U Y = R, L(X, Y) == X*, intP* = 7?+, the 
weak coercive condition coincides with the coercive condition in the scalar variational 
inequality. 
Definition 1.4.9[13]. Let X , y be Banach space, then the mapping f : X -r Y is 
said to be 
(a) Frechet differentiable at XQ 6 X, if there exists a linear bounded operator Df{xQ) 
such that 
^.^^\\f{xo + x) - fjxo) - iDfixo),x)\\ ^ ^ 
X-.0 11x11 
(b) Gateuax differentiable if for any y E X, the liin(/(a; + ty) — f(x))/t exists. The 
hmit is called the Gateaux derivate of t at x, denoted by if'{x),y). 
Lemma 1.4.1[13]. If F is Frechet differentiable on a Banach space X then the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(i) / is convex; 
(ii) fiy) - fix) > (Dfix), y-x), for all a:, y e X. 
Deflimtion 1.4.10[63]. A vector space X over the field iC(= K or C) equipped with 
a topology is said to be a topological vector space, if the mappings 
(a) XxX-^X: {x,y)-^x + y; 
(b) KxX-^X: {a,x)^ax, 
10 
are continuous. 
Lemma 1.4.2[11]. Let {Y,P) be an ordered topological vector space with a closed, 
pointed and convex cone P, with int P / 0. Then for all x,y, z e Y, we have 
(i) y - z e int P and y ^ int P =^ z ^ int P; 
(ii) y - z e -P and y 0 - int P =^ z E - in t P. 
Definition 1.4.11 [7,52]. Let X, Y be topological vector spaces; let K be a nonempty, 
convex subset of X and let P be a convex cone in Y. Then an operator F : A^  —>• y is 
said to be 
(a) P-convex, if for all a e [0,1] and x-^^x^^K 
aF{xi) + (1 - a)F{x2) - F{axi) + (1 - a)x2) E P; 
(b) P-concave, if -F is P-convex; 
(c) natural quasi P-convex on K if, 
F{ax + (1 - a)y) 6 Co{F{x), F{y)} - P 
for every x,y E K and a E [0,1], where Co A denotes the convex hull of the set A. 
Definition 1.4.12 [52]. Let X,Y be topological vector spaces; let P be a convex cone 
in Y with int P i^^  0 and let K he a nonempty set in X. Then an operator F : K ^>-Y 
is said to P-subconvexlike if there is a ^ G int P such that for all a E {0,1), Xi,X2 E K 
and e > 0, there is an xzE K such that 
eO + QF(XI ) + (1 - a)F{x2) - F{x3) E P. 
Remark 1.4,4[52]. If F : A' -^ y is P convex, then F is P-subconvexhke. 
Definition 1.4.13[56]. Let X,Y be normed spaces, let K he a nonempty convex 
subset of X, let P be a convex cone in Y and let F : AT ^- y be an operator. Then F 
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(iii) there exist a nonempty compact convex subset L of K and a nonempty and 
compact subset D of K^ such that for all y G K\D, there is a; € Co{L U {y}) 
satisfying y ^ G{x). 
Then £> n ( fl G{x)) ^ 0. 
Definition 1.4.16[5]. Let X be a topological space, and let {r.4} be a family of 
nonempty and contractible subset of X, indexed by finite subset A of X. Then 
(a) a pair (X, {F^}) is said to be a H-space, if and only H A C B =^ TA C Ts; 
(b) a subset D C X is called H-convex, if and only H FA C D holds for every finite 
subset A G D; 
(c) a subset D C X is called weakly H-convex, if and only if F^ Pi D is nonempty 
and contractible for every finite subset A C D. This is equivalent to saying that 
pair (D, {FA H D}) is an i/-space; 
(d) a subset i^ C X is called H-compact, if and only if there exist a compact and 
weakly //-convex set, D C. X such that KUAc D iox every finite subset A (Z X. 
Theorem 1.4.3[5]. Let {X, {VA}) be an //-space and let F : X-^ 2^ be an //-KKM 
set valued mapping such that 
(a) for each z E X, f{x) is compactly closed, that is B n f{x) is closed in B, for 
every compact set 5 C X; 
(b) there exists a compact set L C X and an //-compact set K C X such that, for 
each weakly H-convex set D with K C X,we have \J {F{x) f) D) C L. 
Then (J F(x) 7^  0. 
x&E 
Theorem 1.4.4[69]. Let K be nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space X and let S : K -^ K he a set-valued mapping, such that 
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(i) for each x 6 K, S{x) is a nonempty convex subset of K; 
(ii) for each y e K, S'^iy) := {x e K : y = S{x)} contains an open subset Oy of 
K, where Oy may be empty; 
(iii) {j Oy = K; 
yGK 
(iv) K contains a nonempty subset KQ cx^ntained in a com.pact subset A'l of K such 
that the set D = f) 0^ is compact, where D may be empty and 0^  denotes 
yeKo 
complement of Oy in KQ. 
Then 3XQ & K such that XQ £ S{XQ). 
Theorem 1.4,5[24]. Let K he a nonempty, compact and convex set of a Hausdorff 
topological vector space X and let v4 be a subset of K x K having the following 
properties: 
(i) {x, x) e A, for all X 6 A'; 
(ii) for all x e K, Ax := {y e K : {x, y) 6 A} is closed in K; 
(iii) for all y E K, Ay := {x e K : {x,y) ^ A} is convex. 
Then 3y* e K, such that K x {y*} C A. 
Theorem 1.4.6[44] (Kneser). Let K he a. nonempty and convex subset of a vector 
space and let X be a nonempty, compact and convex subset of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space. Suppose that the functional f : K x X ^ Rhe such that, for each fixed 
z € K, f{z,-) is lower semicontinuous and convex and that, for each fixed x E X, 
f(-,x) is concave. Then 
minsup/(2,a:) = supmin/(^,a;). 
^ S - ^ zSK z&K *€A' 
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C H A P T E R 2 
VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
INVOLVING SINGLE-VALUED MAPPINGS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we study the existence theory of some classes of vector variational 
ineciuality problems involving single-valued mappings. Further we discuss the appli-
cation of such vector variational inequality problems to vector optimization problems. 
This chapter is based on the work of Chen [11], Chen and Graven [12], Chen and Yang 
[13] and Kazmi [36]. The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 2.2, we give a linearization lemma for a class of vector variational 
inequality problems with fixed cones in Banach space. Further some existence theorems 
are given for this class of problems. Furthermore, we give the existence theorem in H-
space. 
In Section 2.3, we give some existence theorems for a class of vector variational 
inequality problems with variable dominated cones in Banach space. 
In Section 2.4, we consider a convex vector optimization problem in R" and give its 
equivalence with a vector variational inequality problem. Further, we give an existence 
theorem for vector optimization problem by making use vector variational inequality. 
In Section 2.5, we discuss the existence of e-minima (approximate solution) of the 
convex vector optimization problem via vector variational inequality in R". 
2.2. VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES WITH FIXED CONES 
Throughout the chapter, unless otherwise stated, let X, Y be real Banach spaces; 
let C be convex cone in X\ let P be a closed, pointed and convex cone in Y, and let 
{X, C) and (V, P) be ordered Banach spaces with int P / 0. 
Let T : X -> L{X,Y) be a nonlinear mapping and K he a. nonempty set in X. 
We consider the following vector variational inequality problem (VVIP, for short): 
Find X & K, such that 
{T{x),y- x) ^ - int P, for all y e K. (2.2.1) 
First, we have the following technical result: 
Lemma 2.2.1[13j (Generalized Linearization). Let (X,C) and (Y,P) be ordered 
Banach spaces and letT : X —^L{X, Y) be monotone and K-hemicontinuous mapping. 
Then the following two problems are equivalent for each convex subset K in X: 
(i) xe K, {T(x),y- x) ^ - i n t P , for all y e K; 
(ii) X e K, {T{y),y- x) ^ - i n t P , for all yeK. 
We note that lemma 2.2.1 is also known as vector versions of Minty's Lemma. 
Next, we give the following existence result for VVIP (2.2.1) where Lemma 2.2.1 
has been used. 
Theorem 2.2.1 [13]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let (Y, P) be an ordered 
Banach space with in tP ^ 0 and intP* ^ 0. Let K he a. nonempty closed, convex 
subset in X and let T : /C -> L{X, Y) be a monotone and y-hemicontinuous mapping 
on X. Then if 
(i) K is bounded, or 
(ii) T is weak coercive on K. 
Then VVIP (2.2.1) has a solution. 
Now, we give the following existence result for VVIP (2.2.1) where Lemma 2.2.1 
has not been used. 
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Theorem 2.2.2[13]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let (Y, P) be an ordered 
Banach space with int P ^ ^. Let K be an nonempty bounded closed convex subset in 
X and let T : K -^ L{X,Y) be continuous mapping on K. Then VVIP (2.2.1) has a 
solution. 
Finally, we give the following result for VVIP (2.2.1) in //-Banach space. 
Theorem 2.2.3[11]. Let (X, {F^}) be an //-Banach space; let {Y,P) be an ordered 
Banach space with closed, pointed and convex cone P such that i n t P y^ 0. Let T : 
X —> L{X, Y) be continuous mapping such that 
(i) for all y E X, By = {x E X : {T{x), x — y) E int P is //-convex or empty; 
(ii) there exists a compact set L C X and an //-compact set K C X such that, for 
every weakly //-convex set D with K G L C X we have {y E D : {T{x), x — y)^ 
- in t P for all x e X} C L. 
Then, VVIP (2.2.1) has a solution. 
2.3. V E C T O R VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES W^ITH VARIABLE D O M -
I N A T E D CONES 
In this section, we consider the following vector variational inequality problem 
involving variable dominated cones (for short, WIPVDC): 
Find XQE K, 
{T{xo),x-xo)^~\ntP{xQ), for all s e / ^ " . (2.3.1) 
Remark 2.3.1[11]. If P[x) = F, for all xeK. Then WIPVDC (2.3.1) collapses to 
VVIP (2.2.1). 
First, we recall the following definition. 
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Definition 2.3.1[11]. Let T : X -^ L{X,Y) be a mapping and P_ := f] P(x) be 
nonempty. Then T is said to be R.-monotone if and only if 
{T{y)~~T{x),y-x)eP., for all x,y e X. 
Next, we give the following Unearization lemma, which is useful in establishing 
existence theorem for VVIPVDC (2.3.1). 
Lemma 2,3.1[11]. Let T : X -^ L{X,Y) be a P_-monotone and K-hemicontinuous 
mapping on X. Then the following problems are equivalent for any convex set K in 
X. 
(i) For X e K, {T{x),y- x) ^ - i n t P{x), for all y e K; 
(ii) x e K, {T{y), y - x) ^ -mtP{x), for all yeK. 
Finally, we have following existence result for VVIPVDC (2.3.1). 
Theo rem 2.3.1 [11]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let F be a Banach space. 
Let iv C X be nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset in X. Let P : K -^ 2^ 
be set-valued mapping such that, for all a; E K, P{x) is closed, pointed and convex 
cone with int P_ = 0. Let the set-valued mapping W{x) :— Y\{—mtP{x)} be upper 
semicontinuous on K. Then VVIPVDC (2.3.1) is solvable. 
In next two section, we give the application of vector variational inequality prob-
lems to vector optimization problems. 
2.4. VECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
Throughout the rest of this chapter, let /C C R" be a nonempty, closed and convex 
set. Let f{x) := {fi{x), fiix),••• , fm{x)) : R" -> R"* be a vector-valued function, such 
that each component /» of / is convex function on R". Then we consider the following 
vector optimization problem (VOP for short): 
W-inin f{x), such that x e K. (2.4.1) 
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where Vy-miii denotes weak minima. 
Definition 2.4.1[12]. x* 6 /v is a weak minimum of VOP (2.4.1) if and only if 
/(x) - J[x*) ^ - intR!;', for all xeK 
where W^ denotes the non-negative orthant of R'". Denoted by E, the set of all weak 
minima of VOP (2.4.1). 
Now related to VOP (2.4.1), we consider the following vector variational inequality 
problem (for short VVIP): Find x* E K, such that 
f'{x*){x-x*)eW, for all x e K. (2.4.2) 
where W := R'"\(—int R^ J*) and / ' denotes the differential coefficient of / . 
The following result give the equivalence relation between VOP(2.4.1) and VVIP 
(2.4.2). 
T h e o r e m 2.4.1 [12]. In VOP (2.4.1), let K be convex and let each component /» of 
/ be convex and differentiable. Then x* 6 E, if and only if x* is a solution of VVIP 
(2.4.2). 
Lemma 2.4.1 [12]. A local weak minimum of a Rlj '^-convex function / over a convex 
set K is a global weak minima. 
Finally, we give the following existence result for VOP (2.4.1). 
Theorem 2.4.2[12]. Let K CW he a nonempty closed convex set; let / : A" ^ R^ 
be continuously differentiable with each component fi convex. Let the set {x E K : 
f'(x)(q — x) e W} be compact for some q e K. Then VOP (2.4.1) has a global weak 
minima x*. 
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2.5. €-MINIMA OF VECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
Let {P{y) '• y € K} be a family of convex c»nes in R'" with apex at origin and be 
such that P{y) / R'" and W]^ C P(y), for all y E K. 
Then we consider the following vector optimization problems (VOP): 
min fix) such that x € K: (VOPl) 
R»\{0} 
min f{x) such that x e K; (VOP'2) 
ints™ 
min f{x) such that x e K; (V0P3) 
int P{x) 
Very recently, Giannessi et al. [28] have studied (VOPl) and (V0P2) with generic 
cone P, instead of the classic M!^, using the image space analysis and the separation 
theorems. Also, many authors (see for example [12,38,49]) obtained sufficient condition 
for the existence of weak (generalized) minima for VOP's involving convex (iion convex) 
functions by using vector variational (or variational hke) inequahties for vector valued 
functions. 
Let W : K —^ R"* be a closed set-valued mapping, defined by 
W{y):=R"'\{-intP{y)}, for all y e k. (2.5.1) 
First, we recall the following concepts. 
Definition 2.5.1[36]. A set-valued mapping W : K -^R'" is said to be R'^-convex if 
and only if, for all a € (0,1) 
(1 - a)W{x) + aWiy) C W{{1 - a)x + ay) + R^, for all x,y e K. 
Definition 2.5.2[20,36,38]. Let e > 0 and let e e R"* be the vector space whose 
co-ordinates are equal to 1. 
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(a) A vector y E K is a,n e-weak minimum (approximate weak solution) of V0P2 for 
f(x) if and only if 
f{x) + ee - f{y) e W := R'; '\(-intR';^), for all x e K; 
(b) A vector y E K is a generalized minimum (approximate generalized solution) of 
V0P3, if and only if 
fix) - f{y) G W{y), for all x € K. 
We denote by E, the set of all generalized minima of V0P3. 
R e m a r k 2.5.1[36]. Following [28], if a nonzero element of IR^ I^  is a limit point of / (y) — 
f{k), it might represent an undesirable situation in the sense that small perturbations 
in the data might delete optimaHty of a minimum of VOPl. In VOPl and V0P2, this 
draw back can be overcome by replacing W^ with a cone P with apex at origin and 
such that R'"\{0} C in tP . Here we have considered P{y), for all y e K, in place of P. 
Definition 2.5.3[36]. A vector y E K is an e-generalized minimum of V 0 P 3 if and 
only if 
f{x) + ee- f{y) € W{y), for aU x e K. 
We denote by E, the set of all e-generalized minima of V0P3. Note that £"0 = E. 
The following result give the properties of e-generalized minima. 
T h e o r e m 2.5.1 [36]. 
(i) E^ is closed set for e > 0; 
(ii) let €/< 4- 0. Suppose that {x{eK)} is a sequence such that i:(ej<) e Ee^-. Then any 
hmit point of {x(ei<-)} is a generalized minimum of V0P3. 
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Definition 2.5.4[36]. Let e > 0 be given. The e-directional derivative of a convex 
function 0 at x in the direction d, is defined as 
4/,{x)d = M{{(p{x + td)-4>{x) + e)/t : f, > 0}. 
Note that, at e = 0, (p^ becomes the useful directional derivative of <p, see [33]. 
Now, consider the following vector variational inequality problem (VVIP): Find 
y E K, such that 
f:{y){x-y):= ((/0,(y)(x - y), • • • , (/:),(j/)(a; - 2/)) e iy(y), for all xeK (2.5.2) 
The following theorem gives the relation between VVIP (2.5.1) and V0P3 . 
Theorem 2.5.2[36]. Let e > 0. If y is a solution of VVIP (2.5.2), then y e E,. 
Finally, we give the following result which ensures the existence of an e-generalized 
minima for V0P3. 
Theorem 2.5.3[36]. Let e > 0; let /<' C R" be a nonempty closed and convex set; let 
/ : jRT —>• R" have first order e-directional derivative, with each component /j convex; 
let the set-valued mapping W : K -^ W^ be defined by (2.5.1), is R!j^-convex. Assume 
that 
(i) for each y E K,3x E K such that 
f[{x){x-y) + 2ee e intP(y) ; 
(ii) there exists a nonempty subset KQ contained in a compact and convex subset Ki 
of K such that the set 
D = f]{yeK: f:{x){x -y)+ 2ee e Wiy)} 
x€Ko 
is either empty or compact. 
Then, V0P3 admits an e-generalized minima. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERALIZED VECTOR VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SET-VALUED 
MAPPINGS 
3.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this chapter, we study the existence theory of some classes of vector variational 
inequality problems involving nonlinear terms and set-valued mappings. The vector-
variational inequalities with nonlinear terms are called generalized vector variational 
inequalities. Further, we discuss the apphcation of a vector variational inequahty 
problem involving set-valued mapping to a vector saddle point problem in R". This 
chapter is based on the work of Lee et al. [51-53] and Kazmi and Khan [41]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In Section .3.2. we consider a class of generahzed vector variational inequality 
problems and discuss the existence of solutions in Banach space. 
In Section 3.3, we consider a class of vector variational inequality problems set-
valued mappings and discuss the existence of solutions in Banach space. 
In Section 3.4, we consider a class of generalized vector variational ineciuality prob-
lems involving set-valued mappings and discuss the existence of solutions in Banach 
space. 
In Section 3.5. we consider a vector saddle point problem in R" and discuss the 
existence of saddle points by making use of the vector variational inecjuality problem 
involving set-valued mappings. 
3.2. G E N E R A L I Z E D V E C T O R VARIATIONAL I N E Q U A L I T I E S 
Throughout this chapter, unless otherwise stated, let yY, Y be Banach spaces with 
dual spaces X* and Y* respectively; let L{X, Y) be the space of all continuous linciir 
operator from X into Y; let A' be a nonempty closed and convex subset of X- let P 
be a closed, pointed and convex cone in Y with int P ^ 0 and dual cone; P*. Let 
T : K -^ L{X, Y) be a mapping and h : K —)• Y be a nonhnear mapping, tluni 
we consider the following three kinds of vector variational inequahties with nonlinear 
terms. 
S t rong General ized Vector Variational Inequali ty Problem (for short, SGVVIP) 
Find X G K such that 
{T{x), y-x) + h{y) - h{x) e P, for all y e K. (.^ i.2.1) 
Generalized Vector Variational Inequality Problem (for short, GVVIP): Find 
x E: K such that 
{T{x),y -x) + h{y) - h{x) ^ - P \ { 0 } , for all y e K. (.3.2.2) 
Weak Generalized Vector Variational Inequality Problem (for short, WGVVIP): 
Find x E K such that 
{T{x), y-x)+ h{y) - h{x) 0 - in t P, for all y e K. (.3.2..3) 
In relation to the three inequahties, we consider the following variational inequality 
problem (for short, (VVIP)s) for a given s G P*: 
(s o T{x),y -x)+so h{y) - s o h{x) > 0 for all y e K. (3.2.4) 
First, we have the following proposition which gives the relationship among (SGVVIP), 
(GVVIP), (WGVVIP), (VVIP)s. 
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Lemma 3.2.1 [34]. Let i? be a topological vector space with dual space E* and P a 
cone in E with int F 7^  0. Then we have 
in tP - {xeE: (a ;* ,s)>0, a;* e P*\{0}}. 
Also, if i? is a reflexive locally convex Hausdorfi^ space, with dual space E* and P 
is a closed and convex cone in E v/ith int P* / 0, then 
intP* = {xeE^: {x\x)>0, x e P\{0}.} 
Propos i t ion 3.2.1[34]. Let X, Y be Banach spaces; let K be a nonempty closed and 
convex subset of X] let T : K -^ L{X, Y) be an operator and let h : K -^ Y be 
an operator. Let P be a closed, convex and pointed cone in Y with int P ^ 0 and 
int P* / 0. 
Let 
A = {XQ 6 K : {T{xo),x-xo) + h{x)-h{xo) G P, for all x e K}, 
B = [ J {xo e K : {soT{xo),x-XQ)+soh{x)-soh{xo)>0, for all x e K}, 
seintp* 
C = {xoe K : {T{xo),x-xo} + h{x)-hixo) ^ - P \ { 0 } , for all x € K}, 
D = {xoe K : {T{xo),x-xo)+h{x)-h{xo) 0 - i n t P , for all x e K], 
and 
E = y {XQEK: {soT{xQ),x-xo)+soh{x)-soh{xo)>0, for all x e K}. 
sep*\{0} 
Then the following hold. 
(1) / l c C c P > a n d / l c B . 
(2) If Y is reflexive, then B cC. 
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(3) EoD. 
Furthermore, if for each y e K, {T{y),-) + h{-) is P-subconvexhke, then D C E. 
Next, we give the existence theorems for GVVIP (3.2.2) and WGVVIP (3.2.3). 
Before these theorems, we have following important lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2.2[56]. Let X,Y be normed spaces; let K be a nonempty convex subset 
of X and let P be a convex cone in y . If an operator F : K -^ Y is P-convex and 
P-continuous, then for any s e P*, s o F is lower semicontinuous and convex. 
Lemma 3.2.3[52]. Let X be a reflexive Banach spaces with its dual and let K be a 
nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset oi X. U F : K -^ X* is monotone and 
hemicontinuous operator and h : K -^ R a lower semicontinuous and convex function, 
then there is an x & K such that 
{F{x),y-x) + h{y)-h{x) ^ 0, for all y e K. 
Theorem 3.2.2[52]. Let X,Y be reflexive Banach spaces. Let K he a nonempty, 
closed, bounded and convex subset of X and let P be a closed, pointed and convex 
cone in Y with int P ^ 0 and int P* ^ ^. liT : K -^ L{X, Y) is a P-monotone and 
V^-hemicontinuous operator and T : K —>^ Y is a P-continuous and P-convex operator, 
then there is an a; € i^' such that a; is a solution of GVVIP(3.2.2). 
Theorem 3.2.3[52]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space; let y be a Banach space; let 
K be a nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset of X and P a closed, pointed 
and convex cone in Y with int P ^ 0. If T : /C -> L{X, Y) is a P-monotone and 
V-hemicontinuous operator and h: K -^Y is a P-continuous and P-convex operator, 
then there is an x G K such that x is a solution of WGVVIP(3.2.3). 
Finally, we give the following theorems which extend Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 to 
unbounded sets. 
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Theorem 3.2.4[52]. Let X,Y be reflexive Banach spaces; let K he a nonempty, 
closed and convex subset of X and let P be a closed, pointed and convex cone in Y witli 
int P ^ % and int P* / 0. Let T : K -> L{X, Y) be P-inonotone and V-hemicontinuous 
and h : K -^ Y he P-continuous and P-convex if there exists a nonempty bounded 
subset U of K such that for each x 6 K\U, there is a w 6 f/ such that 
{T{x),u - x) + h{u) - h{x) e - P \ { 0 } 
then there exists x E K such that a; is a solution of GVVIP (3.2.2). 
Theorem 3.2.5[52]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let Y be a Banach space. 
Let K be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of X and let P be a closed, pointed 
and convex cone in Y with i n t P / 0. Let T : K -> L{X,Y) be P-monotone and 
y-hemicontinuous and h : K -> Y he P-continuous and P-convex. If there exist a 
nonempty bounded subset U of K such that for each x G K\U there is a u 6 U such 
that 
{T{x),u -x) + h{u) - h{x) e - i n t P 
then there exists an x e K such that x is a solution of WGVVIP (3.2.3). 
3.3. VECTOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SET-VALUED 
M A P P I N G S 
Consider the vector variational inequality problem involving set-valued mappings 
(for short, VVIPSM): 
Find x E K such that, 3w 6 T{x) such that 
{u,y - x) ^-hit P. (3.3.1) 
Remark 3.3.1[51]. If T is mapping from X into L{X,Y), VVIPSM (3.3.1) reduces 
to VVIP (2.2.1). 
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Now we give the existence theorem for VVIPSM (3.3.1). 
Theorem 3.3.1 [51]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let Y be a Banach space. 
Let K be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of X and let P a closed, 
pointed and convex cone in Y with i n t P 7^  0. U T : X -^ 2^'^'^'^' is P-pseudo-
monotone, compact valued and l/-hemicontinuous, then VVIPSM (3.3.1) is solvable. 
Corol lary 3.3.1 [51]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let Y be a Banach 
space. Let K be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of X and let P 
be a closed, pointed and convex cone in Y with int P ^ %. 11 T : X -^ ^{^- Y) is 
F-pseudomonotone and K-hemicoutinuous, then VVIPSM (3.3.1) is solvable. 
3.4. GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SET-
VALUED MAPPINGS 
Let T : K -¥ 2^ '^'^ '^ ^ be a set-valued mapping and h : K —)• Y a mapping. 
Consider the foflowing generalized vector variational inequality problem involving set-
valued mappings (for short, GVVIPSM) 
Find X e K such that 
{s,y - x) -f- h{y) - h{x) ^ - int P, for any y e X and any s e T{y). (3.4.1) 
Remark 3.4.1 [51]. When T is a single-valued mapping G VVIPSM (3.4.1) collapses 
to the following generahzed vector variational inequality problem (for short, GVVIP). 
Find X E K such that 
{T{x),y -x) + h{y) - h{x) € - in t F, for any y E K. (3.4.2) 
Next, we give the following existence theorems for GVVIPSM (3.4.1) and CJVVIP 
(3.4.2). 
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Theorem 3.4.1 [53]. Let K he a. closed, convex subset of a Banach space X and let Y 
be a Banach space with convex cone P such that int P 7^  0 and P ^ Y. T^t h : K -^ Y 
he a continuous mapping and let T : K -^ 2^^'^'^^ be a lower semicontinuous set-vahuxl 
mapping such that 
(i) For each y E K, 
By := {x e K, 3.S e T{y) such that {s, x - y) + h[x) - h{y) < 0 is convex}; 
(ii) There exists a compact subset B oi X and ^Q e BDK such that for each y 6 K\B, 
there exists s € T{y) such that (s,t/o — y) + h{yo) — h{y) < 0. 
Then the G W I P S M (3.4.2) is solvable. 
Corollary 3.4.1 [53]. Let K he a closed convex subset of a Banach space X and let Y 
be a Banach space with convex cone P such that int P 7^  0 and P ^Y. Let h : K -> Y 
be a continuous P-convex mapping and T : K -^ L(X, Y), a continuous mapping such 
that there exist a compact subset B of X and yo € B n K such that 
{T{y),yo - y) + h{yo) - h{y) < 0, for any y e K\B. 
Then the vector variational inequahty G W I P (3.4.2) is solvable. 
Dual Vector Variational Inequality Problem. Now, we consider the dual vector 
variational inequahty problem GWIPSM. Let X be a Banach space and Y a Banach 
space with a closed convex cone P such that i n t P 7^  0 and P ^ Y. The set-valued 
map T : X -^ 2^^^'^^ and the mapping h : X -^ Y are given. X was considered as a 
subset K oi a Banach space, but now it is a Banach space. 
Consider the following generahzed vector variational inequality problem (GWIPSM). 
Find X E X such that 
(s, y- x) + h{y) - h{x) ^ - int P, for any y e X and s e T{x). (3.4.3) 
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Definition 3.4.1[11]. A set-valued mapping T : X -> 2^ -^'^ '^  ^ is called injective if for 
any x, x' G X with x' ^ x, T{x) n Ti^x') = 0. 
We can give an example of injectiveness of T as follows: 
Example 3.4.1 [11]. Define a set-valued mapping T : i? —)• 2^ by: for any x E X, 
T{x) = {e~^',e~-^}. Then T is injective. When T : X —> 2^^'^'^^ is injective, we define 
a set-valued mapping T' : L(X, Y) —>• 2^ as follows: 
T'(l) - - T - ^ ( - 0 , for any / e D o m ( r ) = - Range(r), 
where x G T~^{y) if and only if y G T{x). 
We note that \iT : X -¥ 2^^^'^^ is injective, then T~^ is single-valued and hence 
T' is single-valued. 
Now, the dual vector variational inequahty problem (for short, DVVIP) of (GVVIPSM)* 
(3.4.3) is given as follows: 
Find Zo ^ Dom(T') such that 
(/ - /o,r'(/o)) ^ -int(/i*(/o) - /i*(/)), for any I e L{X,Y), (3.4.4) 
where h*{l) = W — max{(/,a;) — h{x)\ x G X} is the vector conjugate function of 
mapping h, see [62] and W max A, is the set of all weak vector maximums of a set /I, 
i.e. oo G VK — m a x ^ if and only if for any a ^ A, UQ ^ a. 
Now, we give the equivalence relation between (GVVIPSM)* (3.4.3) and DVVIP 
(3.4.4). 
Theorem 3.4.2[53]. Let A" be a Banach space and let y be a Banach space with a 
convex cone P such that int P 7^  0 and P ^Y. Suppose that the cone P is connected, 
a set-valued mapping T : X -^ 2^^^'^^ is injective, and a mapping h : X -^ Y is 
P-convex and continuous. Assume that for any / G L{X,Y), h*{l) ^ 0. Then x is 
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a (GVVIPSM)* (3.4.3) if and only if for any k E -T{xo), k is a solution of DVVIP 
(3.4.4). 
When T is single-valued, Theorem 3.4.2 reduces to the following result due to Yang 
[72]. 
Coroilary 3.4.2 [72]. Let X be a Banach space and Y a Banach space with a convex 
cone P such that int P 7^  0 and P ^Y. Suppose at cone P is connected, a vector-
valued mapping T : X -^ L{X, Y) is injective, and a mapping h : X -^ Y is P-convex 
and continuous. Assume that for any / €: L{X,Y), g*{l) / 0. Then XQ is a solution of 
W I if and only if for any -T{xo) is a solution of DVVIP. 
3.5. C O N V E X VECTOR SADDLE POINT PROBLEMS 
In this section, we study existence of weak saddle points of a vector valued function 
by making use of a vector variational inequality involving set-valued mappings and 
convex functions. 
Let (M"*,]R![^ ) is an ordered Hilbert space with an ordering < on R"^  defined by 
the convex cone W^. 
If intR!!^ denotes the topological interior of the cone MJ^, then the weak ordering 
•^ on R'" is defined by 
for all x,yeR"', y ft x ^ x - y ^ intR';'. 
Let K and C be nonempty subsets of R'" and R^ respectively. Given a vector 
valued function L : K x C -)• R"" then the vector saddle point problem (for short, 
VSPP) is 
Find x* e K,y* eC such that 
L{x\ y*) - L(x, T/*) ^ int R^ (3.5.1) 
L{x*,y) - L{x*,y*) ^ intR!;* (3.5.2) 
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for all X e K and y €. C. 
The solution {x*,y*) of VSPP is called a weak W^ saddle point of the function L. 
Now, we have the following results which ensure that local weak R^-saddle points 
is global one. 
Theorem 3.5.1 [41]. Let the sets K and C be convex and let the function L : K x C -> 
W^ be R'J^-convex in the first argument and E™-concave in the second argument. Then 
any local weak KlJ'-saddle point of L is a global weak IR^-saddle point. 
Next, we estabhsh the equivalence between the VSPP and the vector variational 
inequality problem involving set-valued mappings (for short, VVIPSM) of finding x* € 
K,y* e T{x*) such that 
{L'{x\y*), x-x*)^ - in t W:^, for all :r € A" (.3.5.3) 
where T : A' -^ C is a set-valued defined by 
T{x*):={yeC: L{x\z)-L{x\y)^mtW^, for all ^ € C} (3.5.4) 
and L'{x*,y*) denotes the Prechet derivative of L at x*. Let W := R'"\(-intR';[ ') . 
Theorem 3.5.2[41]. Let the set K be convex and let each component Li of the vector 
valued function L be R^-convex and Prechet differentiable in the first argument. Then 
the VSPP (3.5.1)-(3.5.2) and VVIPSM (3.5.3)-(3.5.4) has same solution set. 
Finally, we have the following existence theorem. 
Theorem 3.5.3[41]. Let A be a nonempty closed convex set in R"; let C be a 
nonempty compact set in W] let L : A' x C -> R"" be a continuously differentiable 
function which is R'^-convex in the first argument; let L' be a continuous function in 
both x and t/; let T : A' -> C be the multifunction defined by (3.5.4). Suppose that, for 
each fixed {x,y) e K x C, the function {L'{x,y), z - x) is a natural quasi lR!['-convex 
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function in 2 6 A'. If there exist a nonmepty compact subset B of R" and xo G B D K 
such that for any x- e K\B, there exists y € T(x) such tliat 
{L'{x,y),xo-x)e -intW^ 
then VSPP (3.5.1)-{3.5.2) has a global weak E^-sadclle point. 
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CHAPTER 4 
V E C T O R VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
INVOLVING SET-VALUED M A P P I N G S 
4.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
An important and useful generalization of vector variational inequality is a vector 
variational-like ineciuality, which has application in nonconvex optimization problems. 
In this chapter, we study the existence theory of some classes of vector variational-
hke inequality problems involving set-valued mappings in topological vector spaces, 
under suitable assumptions. Further, we consider a nonconvex optimization problem 
and discuss the existence of weak minimum for this problem by making use of vector 
variational-like inecjuality in Banach space. 
This chapter is based on the work of Ding and Tarafdar [21,22], Qun [61] and 
Kazmi [.39]. The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 4.2, we consider a class of vector variational-like inequality problems 
involving set-valued mappings in topological vector space and discuss the existence of 
solutions under Pa.-r7-pseudomonotonicity, weakly Pa,-r/-pseudomonocity assumptions. 
Further we discuss the existence of solutions for this class under non compact setting. 
In Section 4.3, we discuss the existence theorems for this class without monotonic-
ity assumptions which generalizes and unifies the results on generalized vector varia-
tional inequalities as well as various extensions of the classic variational inequalities in 
the literature. Further, we discuss existence of solution for the problem both under 
compact and non compact assumptions by using concept of escaping sequences. 
In last section, we consider of nonconvex optimization problem and discuss the ex-
istence of weak minima for this class by making use of vector variational-like inequahty 
problem in Banach space. 
4.2. VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES INVOLVING P S E U D O 
MONOTONE SET-VALUED M A P P I N G S 
Throughout, this chapter, unless otherwise stated, let X and Y be real Hausdorff 
topological vector space; let a be the family of all bounded subset of X whose union is 
total in X, i.e. the hnear hull of U{5 : S E a} is dense in X; let J5 be a neighbourhood 
base of Y. When S runs through a, V through B, the family 
M{S, V) = {le LiX, Y) : [j {I, x) C V} 
xeS 
is a neighborhood base of 0 in L{X, Y) for a unique translation invariant topology, 
called the topology of uniform convergence on the sets 5 G cr, or briefly, the cr-topology 
where {l,x) denotes the evaluation of linear operator / £ L{X,Y) at a; G X. By the 
Schafer definition [63, p.80], L{X, Y) becomes a locally convex topological vector space 
under the <T-topology, where Y is assumed a locally convex topological vector s]:)ace. 
First, we have the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.1[22]. Let X and Y be real Hausdorff topological vector space and 
L{X,Y) be the topological vector space under the (7-topology. Then, the bilinear 
mapping (•, •) : L{X, Y) x X -^ Y is continuous on L{X, Y) x X where (/, x) denotes 
the evaluation of the hnear operator I G L{X, Y) at x G X. 
Also, throughout this chapter, unless otherwise stated, let A" be a nonempty and 
convex subset of X;\etT:K-^ 2^ '^^ '^  ^ be a set-valued mapping; let rj: K x K —> X 
be a single-valued mapping and P : /f —> 2^ be a set-valued mapping such that for all 
X E K, P{x) is a closed, pointed, convex and solid cone in Y with apex at origin. 
Now, we consider the following vector-variational-hke inequality problem involving 
set-valued mappings (for short, VVLIPSM): 
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Find X e K such that there exists u € T{x), such that 
{u,ri{y,x)) ^ - in t P{x), for all y^K (4.2.1) 
Special Cases 
(I) If T is a single-valued mapping and ri{y,x) = y — g{x), for all x,y E K where 
g : K -^ X \s -A single-valued mapping, then the VVLIPSM (4.2.1) reduces to 
finding x ^ K, such that 
{T{x), y - g{x)) ^ - in t P{x), for all y e K. (4.2.2) 
(II) If X and Y are both Bauach spaces and r}{y,x) — y — x, for all x, y G A', then 
W L I P S M (4.2.1) reduces to finding x e K, such that there exists an u G T{x) 
satisfying 
{u,y- x) ^ - in t P{x), for all y G K. (4.2.3) 
Above was introduced and studied by Lin et al. [55] and Konnov-Yao [46]. If 
furthermore P is a constant mapping, then (4.2.3) was considered by Lee et al. 
[50,51]. 
(III) If T is a single-valued mapping, then problem (4.2.3) reduces to finding x e K, 
such that 
{T{x),y-x) i - intP(a;) , for all y^K. (4.2.4) 
Problem (4.2.4) has been studied by Lai-Yao [48], Yu-Yao [73]. 
(IV) If y = R, P[x) = [0,oo[, for all X e X and T is a single-valued mapping then 
the WLIPSM (4.2.1) reduces to a problem of finding x e K, such that 
{T{x),r]{y,x)) > 0, for all y e K. (4.2.5) 
Here (4.2.5) is called scalar variational-Hke-inequality introduced and studied by 
Parida et al. [59]. 
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First, we review the following definitions and lemmas. 
Definition 4.2.1 [21]. Lest Q be a convex cone in Y. Then a set-valued mapping 
T : K -^ 2^ is said to be 
(a) Q-T]-monotone if and only if for each pair of points x,y ^ K and for all u & T(x), 
u' € T{y), we have 
{u' -u,r){y,x)) e Q; 
(b) Q-Tj-'pseudomonotone if and only if for each pair of points x,y & K and for all 
u e T{x), u' e T{y), we have 
{u,ri{y,x)) e Q =» {u',r]{y,x)) e Q; 
(c) Pj.-i]-'pseudomonotone if and only if for each pair of points x,y ^ K and for all 
u e T{x), u' e T{y), we have 
{u,r){y.x)) i - intP(a:) =^ {u',r){x,y)) ^ - in tP(a; ) ; 
(d) weakly Q-monotone if and only if for each pair of points x,y E K and for each 
u 6 T{x), there exists u' € T{y) such that 
{u' -u,r]{y,x)) e P; 
(e) weakly Q-psendomonotone if and only if for each pair of points x,y E K and for 
each u E T{x), we have 
{u,r]{y,x)) eQ=^ {u,7]{y,x)) G Q for some u' e T{y)-
(f) weakly Fx-T]-pseudomonotone if and only if for each pair of points x,y e K and 
for each u E T{x), we have 
{u,r]{y, x)) ^ - in t P{x) =» {u',r){y, x)) ^ - in t P{x) for some u' G T{y). 
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Lemma 4.2.2[21] 
(i) If T is Q-r;-monotone, then T is weakly Q-T?-monotone and Q-r^-pseudomonotone; 
(ii) If T is Q-f?-pseudomonotone (respectively, Pa.-r/-pseudomonotone), then it is weakly 
Q-T^-pseudomonotone (respectively, Pi-r;-pseudomonotone); 
(iii) If T is weakly Q-/?-nionotone, then it is weakly Q-7?-pseudomonotone; 
(iv) If T is P_-77-pseudomonotone (respectively, weakly P_-7j-pseudomonotone), then 
it is Pr-T^-pseudomonotone (respectively, weakly Pr-/;-pseudornonotone), where 
P_ := n C{x). 
xeK 
Definition 4.2.2[21]. Let T : K -¥ 2^^'"^'^'^ be a set-valued mapping and rj: K x K -^ 
X be a single-valued mapping. T is said to be 77-hemicontinuous on K if for any 
x,y E K and'Q! € [0,1], the mapping 
a I—> {T{x + a{jj-x)),r}{y,x)) = \J {l,r]{y,x)) 
l&T{x-\-oc(y-x)) 
is upper semicontinuous at 0"^ . 
Now, we have technical lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.3[21]. Let X,Y be real Hausdorff topological vector spaces and let K 
be a nonempty convex subset of X. Let T : ii' —>• 2^ be a set-valued mapping and 
let r] : K X K -^ X he a. single-valued mapping. Let P : /T -> 2^ be a set-valued 
mapping such that for each y 6 K, P{y) is closed and convex cone with int P{y) / 0. 
We consider the following problems: 
(I) y e K such that for allx e K,3uE T{y) : {u,r}{x,y)) ^ -intP{y); 
(II) yeK such that for all xe K,3u' £ T{x) : {u',r]{x,y)) ^ -int P{y); 
(III) yeK such that {u\T]{x,y)) ^ -int P{y), for all x e K and u' e T{x). 
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Then 
(i) Problem (III) implies Problem (II); 
(ii) Problem (II) implies Problem (I) if T is r^-hemicontinuous on K; T]{y, x) is affine 
in first argument and ri{x,y) ~ 0 for each y 6 K; 
(iii) Problem (I) implies Problem (III) if T is Py-r/-pseudomontone, and it implies 
Problem (II) if T is weakly Py-r^-pseudomontone. 
Now we have the following existence theorems for solutions of VVLIPSM (4.3.1) in-
volving Pa.-77-pseudomonotone and weakly Pj.-T;-pseudomonotone set-valued mappings. 
These results are established in a non compact setting in a locally convex topological 
vector spaces. 
Theorem 4.2.1[21]. Let X^Y be real locally convex Ilausdorff topological vector 
spaces and let K he a nonempty convex subset of X. Let P : K -^ 2'^ ^ be such 
that for each x E K, P{x) is a proper, closed convex cone with int P{x) 7^  0 and let 
W : K -^ 2^' be defined by W{x) = y \ ( - i n t P(a;)) such that the graph Gr{W) of W 
is weakly closed in X x y . Let T: K -^ 2^( '^^ '> and let rj: K x K ^ X he such that 
(i) T is Pa.-?7-pseudomonotone and 77-hemicontinuous on /<; 
(ii) r}{x,y) is affine in the first argument and weakly continuous in second argument 
such that T]{x,x) = 0 for all x & K; 
(iii) There exists a nonempty weakly compact convex subset L oi K and a nonempty 
weakly compact subset D oi K such that x e K\D, there is y € Co(L U {x}) 
satisfying 
{u',r}{y,x)) e - in tP(a;) , for some u' G T{y) 
then VVLIPSM (4.2.1) has a solution x e D. 
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Theorem 4.2.2[21]. Let X,Y,C\W,T and rj be as in Theorem 4.2.1 and let K be a 
dosed convex (not necessary bounded) subset of X. Suppose that conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 4.2.1 hold and the condition (iii) is replaced by the following: 
(iii)' have exist a nonempty weakly compact convex subset L of K and a nonempty 
weakly compact subset D of K such that for each x 6 K\D there is y G Co{LU 
{x}) satisfying x 4 F{yY where 
F{y) = {x^K: 3 u e T ( x ) , («, (y,x)) ^ - i n t P(a;)} 
and F{y)'^ is the weak closure of F{y). 
Then VVLIPSIM (4.2.1) has a solution x e D. 
Now, we'give following existence theorems of solutions for the VVLIPSM (4.2.1) 
with weakly Pr-'V'Psei^idomonotone set-valued mappings. 
Theorem 4.2.3[21]. Let X,Y be real locally convex Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces; let K be a nonempty convex subset of X and let L{X, Y) be equipped with cr-
topology^ Let P : A' —> 2^  be such that for each x e K, P{x) is a proper closed convex 
cone with intP(a;) / 0, and let W : K -^ 2^ he defined by W{x) = r \ ( - i n t P ( x ) ) 
such that the graph Gr(l4^) of W is weakly closed in X xY. Let T : K -^ 2^(- '^^ ') and 
T]: K X K -^ X be such that 
(i) T is weakly Pc-//-pseudomonotone and ry-hemicontinuous on K with nonempty 
compact values; 
(ii) r}{x,y) is affine in the first argument and weakly continuous in second argument 
such that rj{x, x) = 0 for all x ^ K; 
(iii) There exists a nonempty weakly compact convex subset L oi K and a nonempty 
weakly compact subset D of K such that for each x G K\D, there is y e Co(L U 
{ar}) satisfying 
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{u',7]{y,x)) i - in t P(a;), for all v! e T{y). 
Then VVLIPSM (4.2.1) has a solution x e D. 
Theorem 4.2.4[21]. Let X, Y, L(X,y) , P, W,T and t) be as in Theorem 4.2.3 and let 
A' be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Suppose that the conditions (i) and (ii) 
o: Theorem 4.2..3 are satisfied and the conditions (iii) is replaced by 
iii)' there exist a nonempty weakly compact subset D oi X and yo E X such that for 
each .r e K\D and u € T{x) 
{u,ri{yo,x)) ^ - i n t P ( x ) . 
Then VVLIPSM (4.2.1) has a solution x e D. 
4.3 VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES SET-VALUED M A P -
PINGS WITHOUT MONOTONICITY A S S U M P T I O N 
In this section, we study the existence theory of VVLIPSM (4.2.1) without using 
nionotonicity assumptions on set-valued mappings. 
First, we have the following definition. 
Definition 4.3.1[22]. Let X,Y be two topological vector space; and let iv be a 
nonempty and convex subset of X. T is said to satisfy the generalized L-/7-condition if 
Tl 
i and only if for any finite set {xi, X2, • • • , Xn} Q K, x = J2 ^i^i with Aj > 0 and J2 '^ 
there exists v E T{x), such that 
{v, y^Xir){xi,x)) ^ -mtP{x). 
Now, we give the following existence theorems for the VVLIPSM (4.2.1) involving 
set-valued mapping without monotonicity under non compact setting of topological 
\"ector spaces. 
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Theorem 4.3.1 [22]. Let X and Y be two real topological vector spaces; let K be a 
nonempty and convex subset of X and let L{X, Y) be equipped with the cr-topology. 
Let T : K -^ 2^^^'^^ be upper semi continuous in K with compact values and let 
7]: K X K -^ X he continuous with respect to second argument, such that T satisfies 
the generalized L-77-condition. Let the mapping W : K -^ 2^' defined by W{x) = 
y\(—intP(a:)) be upper semi continuous on K. Suppose that the following condition 
is satisfied: There exists a nonempty, compact and convex subset L of K and a compact 
subset D of K. such that for all y € K\D, 3x € Co V{L U {y}) satisfying 
{v, ri{x, y)) i - in t P{y), for all v e T{y). 
Corollary 4.3.1[22]. Let L{X,Y) is equipped with the cr-topology. Let T : K -^ 
2 (^-^ ''^ ') be upper semi continuous with compact values and let rj : K x K -^ X be 
affine with respect to first argument and continuous with respect to second argument, 
such that for all x € K, there is a y e T{x) satisfying {v, x — g{x)) ^ —intP(a;). If 
the set-valued mapping W{x) = y\(—intP(a;)) is upper semi continuous on A', then 
there is an u € T(x), such that 
(•0, 7j(x,i)) ^ —intP(x). 
Corollary 4.3.2[22]. Let X,Y be two real Banach spaces; let A" be a nonempty 
and convex subset of X and let L{X, Y) be equipped with the norm topology. Let 
T : K -^ 2^^''^'^^ be upper semi continuous with compact values and leti] : K x K -> X 
be continuous in second argument, such that T satisfies the generahzed L-r/-conclition. 
Let W : K -^ 2^ defined by W{x) = y \ ( - i n tP (a ; ) ) , be upper semi continuous on 
K. Suppose that the condition Theorem 4.2.1 holds. Then, 3x e D, such that for all 
x e K,3v e T{x) satisfying 
{v,T]{x,x)) ^-intP{x). 
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Theorem 4.3.2[22]. Let L{X,Y) be equipped with the cr-topology. Let T : A' -> 
2L(X,Y) \yQ upper semi continuous with compact values and let j] : K x K -^ X be 
continuous in second argument defined by W{x) — y\(—int P(a;)) be upper semi con-
tinuous on K. Suppose that there exists a mapping h\ K A K -^Y such that 
(i) for all .x.y € K, Bw e T{\j) such that 
%,a : ) - (i', f/(a;,y)) G intP(z/); 
n 
(ii) for any finite set [xx^x^,--- ,2;„} C K and any x = YL^t'^i with A, > 0 and 
n 
^ Aj = 1, there is an 7'o € {1, • • • , n} , such that h{x, Xi^ ^ int P(x); 
t = i 
(iii) there exist a nonempty, compact and convex subset L of K and nonempty com-
pact subset D of K, such that for all y E K\D, 3x e Co{L U {y}) satisfying 
(i;, 7?(x,?/)) ^ - i n t P ( y ) for all y e T(y). 
Then, the VVLIPSM (4.2.1) has a solution of x e D. 
Corollary 4.3.3[22]. Let L{X,Y) be equipped with the cr-topology. Let T : K -> 
L(X, y ) be continuous and let TJ : K x K —^ X he continuous with respect to second ar-
gument. Let W : K -^ 2^, defined by W{x) = y \ ( - i n t P{x)) be upper.semicontinuous 
on K. Suppose that there exists a mapping h : K x K -^ Y such that 
(i) h{y,x)-{T{y),r)ix,y))e intPiy); 
(ii) the set {a; e iv : h{y,x) e int P{y)} is convex for all y 6 K; 
(iii) h{x, x) ^ int P{x), x e K; 
(iv) there exists a nonempty, compact and convex subset L of K and a nonempty and 
compact subset D of K, such that for all y € K\D 3x e Co{L U {y} satisfying 
{T{y),rj{x,y))^-intPix). 
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Then there exists x 6 D, such that 
{T{x),'>]{x,x)) ^-mtP{x), for all x e K. 
In compact case, we have the following existence theorem for VVLIPSM (4.2.1). 
Theorem 4.3.3[61]. Let X,Y be two Hausdorff topological vector spaces; let Y be 
regular and let K C X he n nonempty and compact convex subset. If 
(i) P : K -^ 2^ be a set-valued mapping such that for all a; G K, P{x) is closed, 
pointed and convex cone with int P{x) -^ 0; 
(ii) the set-valued of mapping W : K —> 2^ be upper semicontinuous, where W(x) =-
Y\{-mtPix)); 
(iii) T : K -^ 2^ '^^ '^^  ^ be upper semicontinuous and nonempty compact valued; 
(iv) rj: K X K -^ X, r]{-,x) affine, r){x, <) continuous, for all x E. K; 
(v) for all X e i^, there exists S G T{x), such that 
{S, v{^,x)) ^-mtP{x). 
Then VVLIPSM (4.2.1) has solution. 
Example 4.3.1[61]. If rr = y =] - oo, oo[, a - [1, oo[, for all x e K, P{x) =]0, oo[; for 
B.l\ x e K and for all u e X, {Tx, u) = x • u for all x,u e K, r]{x,u) = x — u, since K 
is non-compact, must not use Theorem 4.3.1 However, it is easy to see that y = 1 E K 
such that for all x e K, {Ty, x — y) — y{x — y) > 0. 
Therefore, we need the concept of an escaping sequence introduced in [9]. 
Definition 4.3.2[61]. Let v\^  be a topological space and C be a subset of X , such that 
C = U C'nj where {C„}^j is an increasing (in the sense that Cn C Cn+i) sequence of 
n = l 
nonempty compact sets. A sequence {.-r^j^j in C is said to be an escaping sequence 
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from C (relative to {Cn}^i) , if and only if for all n = 1, 2, • • • 3 m > 0, such that 
Xk ^ On-, for all A; > m. 
In the non-compact case, by using the concept of escaping sequence, we give the 
following existence theorem for VVLIPSM (4.2.1). 
Theorem 4.3.4[61]. Let X be a HausdorfF topological vector space; let K be a subset 
oo 
of X such that /C = U -^ n^ where {/C„}^j is an increasing seciuence of nonempty 
n=l 
and compact convex subsets of K^ and let y be a regular topological vector space. Let 
T:K-^ 2^(-^''^), P: K -^ 2^', r;: K x K ^ X and let TV = {1,2,3, • • • }. Furthermore: 
(i) for all X E K. P{x) is a closed, pointed and convex cone with int P{x) ^ 0; 
(ii) the set-valued mapping W : iT —> 2^ is upper semicontinuous, where W{x) = 
Y{-mtP{x)y. 
(iii) T : K -^ 2^^-^-^ ^ is upper semicontinuous and nonempty compact valued; 
(iv) for all x ^ K. T}{-,X) is affine, r}[x, •) is continuous and 3u e T{x) such that 
{u, T]{x,x)) ^ —int P(a;); 
(v) for each sequences {ic„}^i in K with Xn G Kn, for all n = 1,2,3, •• • which is 
escaping from K relative to {A 'n}^! ^rn E N and 3-2m ^ -ft'n such that, for all 
Um G T{xtn), "^ 'e have 
(wm, ni^m^Xm)) G - intP(rr„) . 
Then, 3y E K such that for all x E K,3u* E T{y), such that 
{u*,r){x,y)) ^ - i n t P ( y ) . 
Remark 4.3.1[61]. In example 4.4.1, take /Cn = [1,1 -f n] n = 1,2, • • •; then K = 
oo 
IJ Kn, {Kn}^^i is an increasing sequence of nonempty and compact convex subsets 
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of A^ . for all n = 1. 2, • • •; by Theorem 4.3.1, 3xn = 1 6 K^ such that for all x E K„, 
by Theorem 4.3.3 (v) it is easy to see that { x ^ } ^ ! is not an escaping sequence from 
K relative to {Kn}^=i, and hence y = 1 ^  K such that for ail x € /C, 
(Ty, X - y) = y{x - y) > 0. 
4.4. N O N C O N V E X VECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
In this section, we discuss the apphcations of vector variational-like inequalities to 
the nonconvex vector optimization problems. 
Let X, Y be two real Banach spaces and let || • \\ denote the norm of Y. Let K C X 
be nonempty, and let P C K be a pointed, closed and convex cone with apex at origin 
and such that int P ^ 0. 
Let / : X -^ y be a vector-valued nonconvex operator. Consider the nonconvex 
vector optimization problem (for short, NCVOP): 
min f{x), such that x e K. (4.4.1) 
We say that NCVOP (4.4.1) has a weak minimum at x =^ xo E K if and only if 
(see [17,18]): 
f{x) - f{xo) ^ - in t P, for all x e K. 
Definition 4.4.1 [39]. A Prechet differentiable mapping f : K -^ Y is said to be 
P-invex with respect to a mapping ly. K x K -^ X ii and only if for a\\ x,y e X 
m-f{y)-{f'{y),r,{x,y))eP (4.4.2) 
where f'{y) denotes the Prechet derivative of / at z/ and {f'{y), x) denotes the evalu-
ation of the linear operator f{y) at x so that {f'{y), x) e Y. 
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We remark that if we take R and M_^  respectively in place of Y and P then / is 
called invex. Invex functions were first considered by Hanson [31], who showed that, if 
instead of usual convexity condition, the objective function and each of the constraints 
of the nonhnear program are all invex with the same r]{x,y), then the sufficiency of 
the Kuhn-Tucker condition [45] and weak duahty [71] still holds. Morever Craven and 
Glover [19] showed that the class of real valued invex function is equivalent to the class 
of functions whose stationary points are global minima. 
Definition 4.4.2[70]. A mapping f : K -^ Y is said to be F-preinvex if and only if 
there exist a mapping rj : K x K -> X such that, for all x,y e K and for all ct € [0,1] 
y + aT]{x, y) E K and 
a fix) + (1 - a)f{y) ~ f{y + ar^{x, y)) 6 P. (4.4.3) 
Remark 4.4.1[39]. It is noted the set K must have the connectedness property: 
y + ar]{x,y) e K, for all x,y e K and for all a 6 [0,1]. 
Morever, one can easily observe that if / is Prechet different!able and satisfies 
(4.4.3) then / satisfies (4.4.2) too. This can be seen by writing (4.4.3) as 
a / ( x ) - f{y) - [f{y + ctrj{x,y)) - f{y)] 6 P 
and then dividing by a > 0 and taking the hmit as a iO. This leads to 
f{x)-f{y)-{ny),vix,y))eP 
We also observe that, if ri{x,y) = a{x,y){x — y), where 0 < a{x,y) < 1, then K 
must star shaped (see [35]). If we take R and M-f respectively in place of Y and P , and 
if satisfies (4.4.3), then / is called preinvex. 
First, we give the following important result: 
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Theorem 4.4.1[39]. Let the set K satisfy the connectedness property and let the 
mapping / : /v —> y be P-preinvex. Then any local minimum of / is a global weak 
minimum. 
Next, we establish an equivalence relation between NCVOP (4.4.1) and the fol-
lowing vector variational-hke inequality, which consists in finding XQ E K such that 
{/'(xo), r}{x,xo)) ^ - i n t P , for all x e K. (4.4.4) 
T h e o r e m 4.4.2 [39]. Let the set K satisfy the connectedness property and let the 
mapping / be P-preinvex and Prechet differentiable. Then, the vector optimization 
problem (4.4.1) and the vector variational-hke inequality (4.4.4) have same solutions. 
Finally, we give the following theorem, which gives a sufficient condition for the 
existence of optimal solutions for NCVOP (4.4.1) by exploiting a vector variational-like 
inequality (4.4.4) and invex mappings. 
T h e o r e m 4.4.3[39]. Let Khea nonempty closed, bounded and convex subset of a real 
reflexive Banach space X which satisfies the connectedness property. Let f : K —^ Y 
be Frechet differentiable and P-preinvex, and let / '(•) be continuous; let the sets 
({>(x) := {yeK: {f'{x), T){y,x)) e - i n t P } , XEK 
be convex, and let r; be continuous and such that T){X,X) = 0, for all x € K. Then 
NCVOP (4.4.1) has a global weak minimum XQ. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERALIZED VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE 
INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SET-VALUED 
M A P P I N G S 
5.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this chapter, we study the existence theory of some classes of vector variational-
Uke inequality problems involving set-valued mappings which are more general then the 
classes of vector variational-like inequality problems considered in previous chapters. 
Further we discuss the application of such classes of vector variational-like inec]u<d-
ities to nonconvex vector saddle point problem. 
This chapter is based on work of Ansari et al. [1], Kazmi and Khan [40], Lee et 
at. [54] and Kazmi [.37]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
In Section 5.2, we consider a class of vector variational-like inequality problems 
involving set-valued mappings in topological vector spaces and discuss the existence of 
solution using Minimax theorems and scalarization method. 
In Section 5.3, we consider a class of generalized vector variational inequality prob-
lems involving set-valued mappings and discuss the existence of solutions in reflexive 
Banach space. 
In Section 5.4, we consider a class of generalized vector variational-like inecjual-
ity problems with nonlinear form involving set-valued mappings in topological vector 
spaces and discuss the existence of solutions. 
In the last section, we consider a class of nonconvex vector saddle point problem in 
finite dimensional spaces and discuss the existence of global weak saddle point for this 
class of problems using vector variational-hke inequahty problem involving set-valued 
mappings. 
5.2. VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SET-
VALUED MAPPINGS A N D THEIR SCALARIZATION 
Let X and Y be topological vector spaces; let X* be the topological dual of X; 
let K and D be nonempty subset of X and X* respectively; let {L{X,Y), X) be the 
dual system of L(X, Y) and X\ \ei P : K -^ 2^ be a set-valued mapping, such that 
for all X G K, P{x) is a proper, closed and convex cone in Y with apex at the origin 
and with \ntF{x) ^ 0. Given two nonlinear mappings M : K x D —^ L{X,Y) and 
T) : K X K -^ X, and a set-valued mapping T : K —> 2^, we consider the following 
vector variational-like inequality problem involving set-valued mappings (for short, 
VVLIPSM): 
Find X e K,3ue T{x) such that 
( M ( X , M ) , r]{y,x)) ^ mtP{x), for all y E K. (5.2.1) 
Definition 5.2.1 [1]. A point x e iv is said to be a strong solution of the VVLIPSM 
(5.2.1), if and only if 3n 6 T{x) such that 
{M{x,u), T]{y,x)) ^ intP(a;), for all y € A^ . 
We remark that, every strong solution is a solution of the VVLIPSM (5.2.1), but 
in general the reverse claim is false. 
Definition 5.2.1 [1]. Let X and Y be topological vector spaces and let X* be the 
topological dual of X. Let {L{X,Y),X) be the dual system of L{X,Y) and X. Let 
P : K —^ 2^ be a set-valued mapping such that for all x £ K, P{x) is a proper, closed 
and convex cone in Y with apex at the origin and with int P[x) ^ 0. Denote 
P_ := p\P{x) and P + : = Co{P{x) : x e K}. 
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Definition 5.2.2[1]. Let K and D be nonempty subset of X and X* respectively, 
and let Q be a convex cone in Y. Given two mappings M : K x D -^ L{X, Y) and 
•q : K X K -^ X, then a set-valued mappings T : K -^ 2^ is said to be 
(a) Q-T^-monotone with respect to M if and only if, for every pair of points x, y E K 
and for all u G T{x)^ for all w e. T{y) we have 
(M(x,w) - M{y,w), r]{x,y)) e -Q; 
(b) (5-?7-pseudomonotone with respect to M, if and only if for every pair of points 
x,y E K and for all u € T{x), for all w £ T{y) we have 
{M{y,w),r){x,x))e-Q =^ {M{x,u), rj{x,y)) E-Q; 
(c) weakly Pj,-7;-pseudomonotone with respect to 9 if and only if for every pair of 
points x,y e K and for all u 6 T{x), for all w e T{y) we have that 
{M{y,w), rj{x,y)} 0 intP{y) =» {M{x,u), r]{x,y)) ^ intP{y); 
(d) weakly Q-//-pseudomonotone with respect to M, if and only if for every pair of 
points x,y E K and for all w 6 T{y), we have 
{M{y,w),T]{x,y)) e-Q =^ {M{x,u), Tj{x,y)) e-Q for some ueT{x); 
(e) weakly Pj,-T;-pseudomonotone with respect to M, if and only if for every pair of 
points x,y e K and for all w E T{y), we have 
{M{y,iv), Tj{x,y)) ^ int P{y) => {M{x,u), rj{x,y)) ^ int P{y) for some u e T{x); 
(f) y-hemicontinuous with respect to M, if and only if K is convex and for all 
x,y e K, for all a e]0,1[ and for all t^ e T{ax -f (1 - a)y), 31 € T{xj) such that 
for all y E X, {M{y,ta),y) converges to {M{y,t),y) as a 4 0. 
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R e m a r k 5.2.1 [1] 
(a) Definition 5.2.2 can be regarded as an extension of Definition 2.1 in [46]. 
(b) If y = R, L{X, Y) = X* and Q = R-, then the mapping in Definition 5.2.2 (b) 
and (e) are called r/-pseudomonotone with respect to M, respectively. 
(c) It is clear that (o) implies (b) and (d), (b) imphes (e), (c) implies (f) and (d) 
implies (e). 
(d) It is also easy to see that if T is P^-ry-monotone (respectively, weakly Py-q-
monotone) with respect to M, then Py-//-pseudomonotone (respectively, weakly 
Py-77-monotone) with respect to M. 
Let s & Y*, where Y* is the topological dual of Y. Consider the mapping Ms : 
K X D-^ X\ defined by 
{Ah{y,T{y)),x) = {s,{M{y,T{y),x))), for all x,y e K. 
Consider also 
H{s) := {xeY : {s,x) < 0} 
and 
P ; := {leY*: {l,x) < 0, for all x £ P+} 
Then we consider the following scalarization of VVLIPSM (5.2.1): 
Find X e K, such that 3u e T{x) such that 
{M,{x,u),r]{y,x)) > 0, for all y e K. (5.2.2) 
P ropos i t ion 5.2.1[1]. Let T : K -^ 2^ he //(s)-7/-pseudomonotone (respectively, 
weakly (i/(s)-?7-pseudomonotone) with respect to M for some s € y*\{0}. Then T is 
77-pseudomonotone (respectively, weakly r^-pseudomonotone) with respect to Mg. 
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Definition 5.2.3[1]. Let W : X -^ 2^^ he a set-valued mapping. The graph of W, 
denoted by G{W), is 
GiW) := {{x,y) eXxY: x € X, ye W{x)} 
The inverse W~^ of W is the set-valued mapping from R{W), the range of W to 
X, defined by 
X e W~\y) ^ y e W{x) 
In other words. W'^y) := {x E X : {x,y) e G{W)]. 
Next, we give the following lemma. 
L e m m a 5.2.1[1]. Let X,Y be topological vector spaces; let K he a nonempty and 
convex subset of X and let D be a nonempty subset of X*. Let P : K -^ 2^ be 
a set-valued mapping such that for all x E K, P{x) is a proper, closed and convex 
cone in Y with apex at origin and with intF(a:) ^ 0. Let M : K x D ^- L{X,Y), 
T]: K X K -^ X and a T : /C -4 2^, we consider the following problems: 
(I) Find X e K such that for ally e K,3ue r ( x ) : 
{M{x,u),rj{y,x)) ^mtP{x); 
(II) Find xeK such that for allyeK,3ve T{y): 
{M{y,v),Tj{y,x))^mtP{x); 
(III) Find x e K such that for all v e T{y): 
{M{y,u), r){y,x)} 0 int P{x) for all y e K. 
Then, 
(i) Problem (I) impHes Problem (II), if T is weakly Pj-r^-pseudomonotone with re-
spect to M and moreover, implies Problem (III) if T is Py-ry-pseudomonotone 
with respect to M; 
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(ii) Problem (II) implies Problem (I), if T is K-hemicontinuous and 7?(-, •) and A/(-, •) 
are affine in their first arguments such that •q{y,y) = 0, for all y G A'; 
(iii) Problem (III) implies Problem (II). 
Next, we give the following existence theorem for VVLIPSM (5.2.1). 
T h e o r e m 5.2.1[lj. Let X and Y be topological vector spaces and let X* be the 
topological dual of X. Let K be a nonempty and convex subset of X and let D be a 
nonempty subset of X*. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) P : K -^ 2^ is a set-valued mapping such that for all x G K, Pix) is a proper, 
closed and convex cone in Y with apex at the origin and with int P{x) / 0; 
(ii) W : K -^ 2^ is a set-valued mapping, defined by W{x) := Y\{mtP{x)} for all 
X E K, such that G{W) is closed; 
(iii) M : K x D -^ L(X, Y) is affine in the first argvunent; 
(iv) Tj : K X K -^ X is continuous in the second argument and affine in the first 
argument such that i]{x, a;) = 0 for all x e i^; 
(v) T : K -^ 2^ is P^^-^^-pseudomonotone and F-hemicontinuous with respect to M; 
(vi) there exist a nonempty, closed and compact subset E oi K and x E E, such that 
for all X G K\E, we have for all u E Tx, 
{M{x,u), r]{x,x)) e intP(a;). 
Then, there exists a solution x e E to the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). Rirther, we give 
the following existence theorem for VVLIPSM (5.2.1) for weakly Px-'y-pseudomonotone 
maps with respect to M under additional assumptions. 
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Theorem 5.2.2[1]. Let X,Y,X\ K, E, D,P,W and T] be same as in Theorem 5.2.1. 
Assume that the condition (vi) of Theorem 5.2.1 and the following condition are sat-
isfied: 
(i) M : K X D -^ L{X,Y) is continuous in the second argument and affine in the 
first argument; 
(ii) T : K —^ 2^ is compact valued, weakly Px-^-pseudomonotone and F-hemicontinuous 
with respect to M. 
Then there exists a solution x e E to the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). 
Furthermore, we give the following existence theorem without any kind of pseudo 
monotonicity assumption. 
Theorem 5.2.3[1]. Let X,Y, X*,K,E,D,P,W and T] be same as in Theorem 5.2.1. 
Assume that the condition (vi) of Theorem 5.2.1 and the following condition are sat-
isfied. 
(i) D is a compact subset of A'*; 
(ii) M : K X D -^ L{X,Y) is continuous in both arguments and affine in the first 
argument; 
(ii) T : /\ —>• 2^ is set-valued map such that its graph is closed. 
Then there exists a solution x e E to VVLIPSM (5.2.1). 
Now, we give some existence theorems for VVLIPSM (5.2.1) by making use of 
scalarization method, i.e. using problem (5.2.2) throughout the remaining section. 
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that A" is a HausdorfT topological vector space. 
Theorem 5.2.4[1]. Let X,Y.,X\K,D,W,r} and M be same as in Theorem 5.2.1. 
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i) P: K -^ 2^ is defined as in Theorem 5.2.1 such that F ; \ { 0 } ^ 0; 
(ii) T : /C -> 2^ is V-hemicontinuous and (//(5))-J7-pseudomonotone with respect to 
M for some s € F*\{0}, where H{s) ^ F ; 
(iii) there exist a nonempty and compact subset E ol K and y £ E, such that for all 
X E K\E, we have 
for all u e T{x), {M{x,u), 'n(y,x)) e intP(a;). 
Then there exists a solution x E E to the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). If in addition 
(iv) for all z e K, T{z) is convex and compact; 
(v) for all y,z E K. w ^-^ {M{z,w), r){y,z)) is lower semicontinuous and convex; 
(vi) for all y E K, z t-^ {M{z,w), •r]{y,z)) is concave. 
Then, there exists a strong solution x E E to the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). 
Theorem 5.2.5[1]. Let X,Y,X\K,E,D,C,W and 77 be same as in Theorem 5.2.4. 
Assume that the condition (iii) of Theorem 5.2.4 and the following condition are sat-
isfied: 
(i) M : K X D ~^ L{X, Y) is continuous in the second argument and affine in the 
first argument; 
(ii) r : iiT -> 2^ is compact-valued, K-hemicontinuous and weakly i/(s)-77-pseudomonotoi 
with respect to M for some s E P+\{0}, where H{s) ^ Y; 
Then, there exists a strong solution y E E to the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). If, in 
addition 
(iii) for all z E K, T{z) is convex; 
(iv) A/(-, •) is convex in the second argument; 
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(v) for all y e A', 2 t-4 {M{z,w). ri{xj,z)) is concave. 
Then, there exists a strong solution x E E to the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). 
Theorem 5.2.6[1]. Let X, Y, X*. K, E, C, W, T) be same as in Theorem 5.2.4. Assume 
that the condition (iii) of Theorem 5.2.4 and the following condition are satisfied: 
(i) D is a compact subset in .Y*: 
(ii) M : K X D —^ L{X, Y) is continuous in both the arguments and afFine in the 
first argument; 
(ii) T : K -^ 2^ IS A set-valued map such that its graph is closed. 
Then, there exists a solution x E E to the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). If in addition, 
conditions (iii). (iv) and (v) of Theorem 5.2.5 holds, then there exists a strong 
solution xEEto the VVLIPSM (5.2.1). 
5.3. GENERALIZED VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE I N E Q U A L I T I E S 
INVOLVING SET-VALUED M A P P I N G S 
Let X, Y and Z be three normed spaces; let K and C be nonempty subset of X 
and Y respectively; let M : K x C -^ L{X, Z), rj : K x K ~> X and h : X -^ Z be 
three nonhnear mappings; let T : K -^ 2*^  be a set-valued mapping; let {P{x) : x € K] 
he a family of closed, pointed and convex cone in Z with int P{x) ^ 0. for all x € K. 
Now we consider the following generahzed vector variational-hke inequality problem 
(for short, GVVLIPSM): 
Find X e K such that for each ye K, 3u e T{x) and 
(M(x, u), r]{y, x)) + h{y) - h{x) ^ - in t P{x). (5.3.1) 
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Special Cases 
(I) If h is zero mapping then GVVLIPSM (5.3.1) reduces to the problem of finding 
XQ G K such that for each y € K", 3tt G T{x) and 
{M{x,u).q{y,x))^-mtP{x). (5.3.2) 
(II) If in (I), we take Y = X\ dual of X, then problem (5.3.2) reduces to VVLIPSM 
(5.2.1). 
(III) Let X = i?", r - i?'", Z = /?', P{x) = i?V, for all x e K, r]{y, x) = y - x, for all 
X, y and let L : K x C -^ RK If M{x, u) = L'(x, M), where L' denotes the Frechet 
derivative of L at a; and T : K -^2^ \s defined by 
T{XQ) := {yeC : L{x,z) - L{x,y) ^ inti?'^, for all z eC}. 
Then problem (5.3.2) reduces to the problem of finding x Q. K such that for each 
y e K,3ue T{x) and 
{L'{x. u), y-x) ^ - i n t R^^ (5.3.3) 
which has application in establishing the existence of global weak saddle point of 
the vector valued mapping L, discussed in the last section of Chapter 3. 
(IV) IfY = Z, M{x,u) = A{u) and rj{y,x) =y-x then GVVLIPSM (5.3.1) reduces 
to the problem of finding XQ E. K such that for each y E K, 3u E T{x) and 
{A{u). y-x) + h{y) - h{x) ^ - i n t P{x) (5.3.4) 
which has been studied by Kumari and Mukherjee [47]. 
Next, we give the following definition. 
Definition 5.3.1[40]. Let X. Y and Z be three normed spaces and K Q X and C C Y. 
Let M : K x C -^ L{X, Z), i) : K x K -^ X he two mappings; let T : K -^ 2^ be a 
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set-valued mapping; let h : X -^ Z he a. lower semicontinuous and convex mapping, 
and let P = f] P{x) ^ 0. Then 
x€K 
(a) M is said to be h-j]-monotone in C with respect to T, if for any x,y E X, 
3u E T{x), such that 
{M{x,u) - Miy,v): V{^,y)) + h{x) - h{y) e P; 
(b) M is said to be h-T]-pseudomonotone in (7 with respect to T, if for any x,y E X, 
3u e T{x), such that 
{M{x,u), T]{y,x)) + h{y) - h{x) ^ - i n t P ( x ) ; 
implies that 3v e T{y) such that 
{M{y,v), rj{y,x)) + h{y) - h{x) ^ -miP{x)-
(c) M is said to be h-hemicontinuous if for any x,y E. X, a > 0, and u^ E T{x-\-ay), 
3u E T{x), such that for any z E K, 
{M{x,Ua), z)+ h{z)-^ {M{x,u), z) + h{z) as a-> 0'^. 
Now, we give the following existence theorem for GVVLIPSM (5.3.1). 
Theorem 5.3.1[40]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let Y and Z be Banach 
spaces. Let K he a nonempty, closed, bounded and convex subset of X and let C be 
a nonempty subset of Y. Assume that: 
(i) Let P : K -> 2^ he a. set-valued mapping such that for each x E K, P{x) is 
closed, pointed and convex cone with int P{x) ^ 0 and let P = p | P{x) with 
xeK 
int P ^ 0; 
(ii) The set-valued mapping W : K -^ 2^ defined as W{x) — Z\{-intP{x)} for ail 
X E K, is upper semicontinuous and concave; 
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(iii) r : /<' -4 2^ is a compact valued mapping; 
(iv) T}: K y. K -^ X is continuous and affine in both arguments such that 7](x, x) = 0, 
for all X e K; 
(v) M : K X C -^ L{X, Z) is affine in the first argument, /i-r^-pseudomonotone and 
/i-hemicontinuous; 
(vi) h : K —> Z is a lower semicontinuous and convex mapping. 
Then GVVLIPSM (5.3.1) is solvable. 
Theorem 5.3.2[40]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let Y and Z be Banach 
spaces. Let K he a nonempty, closed and convex subset of X and let C be a nonempty 
subset of Y. Assume that: 
(i) T : K -^2^ is a set-valued mapping; 
(ii) T]: K X K -^ X is continuous and affine such that T){X, X) =• 0, for all x E K; 
(iii) The set-valued mapping W : K -^ 2^ defined by W{x) = Z \ { - i n t P{x)} for all 
x €: K, is upper semicontinuous and concave; 
(iv) M : K X C -^ L{X, Z) is /i-77-pseudomonotone; 
(v) h : K -^ Z is lower semicontinuous and convex mapping; 
(vi) For each x e K, BXQ E T{XQ) such that UQ e T{XQ) and 
{M{xo,uo), vi^o,^)) + h{xo) - h(x) e - intP(a;) ; 
(vii) 3 a nonempty set KQ contained in a compact and convex subset Ki of K such 
that 
D'.= f] f] {xe K : {M(xo, «o), r}{xo, x)) + h{xo) - h(x) e W(x)} 
xo&Ko uoeT(xo) 
is either empty or compact. 
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Then GVVLIPSM (5.3.1) is solvable. 
5.4. GENERALIZED VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITIES 
W I T H NONLINEAR FORM 
Let X, Y be topological vector spaces;let K be a nonempty subset of X and let C be 
a nonempty subset of L{X,Y). Let M : K x C -^ L{X, Y), T] : K x K -t X and 
0 : K X K -^ Y he mappings and let {P{x) : x £ K} be a family of closed convex cone 
in Y. 
Now, we consider the following generalized vector variational-like inequality problems 
(for short, GWLIPNF) for A/-7/-pseudomonotone-type set-valued mappings: 
(I) Find X e K such that for all y G X, 3 M 6 T{x) satisfying for all T/ e K, 
3 u € T{x) satisfying 
{M{x,u), 'n{y,x)) + e{x, y) - d{x,x) ^ -mtP{x). (5.4.1) 
(II) Find x £ K such that for all y 6 A', 3 f G T(y) satisfying 
(M(2/, v) + r][y,x)) + e{x. y) - Q{x, x) ^ - i n t P{x). (5.4.2) 
We remark that if L(X, Y) — Z, o. topological vector space and then G W L I P N F 
(5.4.1) reduces to GVVLIPSM (5.3.1). 
Next, we give the following definitions. 
Definition 5.4.1[54]. A set-valued mapping T : K —^2^ is called 
(a) M-T]-pseudomonotone if for every pair of points x,y £ K and for all u G T{x), 
V G T{y), we have 
{M{x,u), r){y,x)) + 0{x,y) - 0{x,x) ^ -int P{x) 
=^ {M{y,v), r]{y,x)) + 0{x,y) - 9{x,x) 0 - in tP(a ; ) ; 
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(b) M-Tj-pseudomonotone-type if for every pair of points x,y E K and for all u e 
T(x), we have 
{M{x,u), r}{y,x)) + e{x,y) - 9{x,x) ^ -int P{x) 
=> {M{y,v), rj{y,x)) + 6{x,y) - 9{x,x) ^-mtP(x), for some v ET{y). 
Definition 5.4.2[54]. het r]: K y. K -^ K he & mapping. For x,y e K and a e [0,1], 
set Xa E K he defined by ri{xa,x) — a. • 'r]{y, x), then x^ is called a point in the curve 
segment / — rj(y,x). Then we say T] satisfies a condition (*). 
Remark 5.4.1[54]. If r]{y,x) = y — x, then x^ = x + a{y — x) is a point in the hne 
segment [x,y]. 
Definition 5.4.3[54]. Let M : KxC -^ L{X, Y) be a mapping and ri: K x K -^ X a 
mapping satisfying condition (*). A set-valued mapping T : K -^ 2^ is said to be M-r}-
hemicontinuous on K if for every x,y € K, for x^ E K such that T){XOC,X) = a • r]{y, x), 
the multi-function 
a e [0,1] ^ {M{x^,T{xa)), v(y,x)) 
is upper semicontinuous at O"*", where 
{M{x^,T{ua)), ri{y,x)) = {{M{xc,,Ua,), rj{y,x)) : w„ e T{xa)}. 
Next, we have a result which is established the equivalence between GVVLIPNF (5.4.1) 
and GVVLIPNF (5.4.2). 
Theorem 5.4.1 [54]. Let X and Y be topological vector spaces. Let K he a nonempty 
convex subset of X; let C be a nonempty subset of L{X, Y) and let {P{x) : x € K} be 
a family of closed convex cone in Y. Let M : K x C -^ L{X, Y), rj: K x K -^ X and 
0 : KxK -^ Y he mappings. Assume that T : K -^ 2^ isa M-77-pseudomonotone-type, 
A/-77-hemicontinuous mapping. Then GVVLIPNF's (5.4.1) and (5.4.2) are equivalent. 
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Now, we have the following existence theorem for GVVLIPNF (5.4.1). 
Theorem 5.4.2 [54]. Let X be a Banach space and let V be a topological vector space. 
Let K he a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X; let C be a nonempty subset 
of L{X,Y) and let {P{x) : x € K} be a family of closed convex cone in Y. Tjct a 
set-valued mapping W : K -> 2^ be defined by W{x) = F \ { —intP(x)} such that 
G{W) := {x,y e X X Y, X e X, ye W(x)} is weakly closed in X x Y. Assume 
that M : K X C -^ L{X,Y) is a mapping such that x -^ A/(-,x) is continuous. 
1): K X K -^ X IS & mapping such that x -> ri[x, •) is affine, x —>• rj{-,x) is continuous, 
and ri{x,x) = 0 and 6 : K x K -^ Y \s & continuous mappings such that x —> 0{-,x) 
is convex for all a; 6 /C. Let T : /C —> 2^ be a M-T^-pseudomonotone-tjq^e, M-t^-
hemicontinuous mapping with compact values. 
Then GVVLIPNF (5.4.1) is solvable. 
5.5 NONCONVEX VECTOR SADDLE POINT PROBLEMS 
Let X and Y be nonempty subsets of R" and IR"* respectively; let P := R^ C R'. Given 
a vector-valued function L : X xY -^ B}, then we consider the following nonconvex 
vector saddle point problem (for short, NCVSPP): Find x* e X, y* e Y. Such that 
L{x,y*) %-^^<^pL{x\y*) ^^^^p L{x*,y), for all x € X, for all yeY. (5.5.1) 
where ^ is the weak order defined on Mf with respect to R+(= P)- A solution (x*,y*) 
of NCVSSP (5.5.1) will be called weak P-saddle point the function L. 
Now, we have the following result. 
Theorem 5.5,1[37]. Let the sets X and Y be 77-connected and let the function 
L : X X y -> R ' be P-preincave in the first argument and P-preinvex in the second 
argument. Then, any local weak P-saddle point of L is a global weak P-saddle point. 
Next, we establish the equivalence relation between the NCVSPP (5.5.1) and VVLI, 
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which consists in finding x* € X and y* G T{x*). Such that 
{L'{x*,y*), >i{x,x*) ^ - i n t P , for all x E X, (5.5.2) 
where T : X —> 2^ is a set-valued mapping defined as, 
T(x*) := {yeY: L{x*,z) ~ L{x*,y) ^ intP, for all z € Y}, (5.5.3) 
and L'{x*,y*) denotes the Frechet derivative of L at x*. Let W := R'\{—int P}. 
Theorem 5.5.2[37]. Let the set X be 77-connected and let each component Li of vector 
valued function L be P-preinvex and Frechet differentiable in the first argument. Then 
NCVSPP (5.5.1) and VVLI (5.5.2) have the same solution set. 
Finally, we have the following existence theorem for NCVSPP (5.5.1). 
Theorem 5.5.3[37]. Let X be a nonempty closed convex set in R"; let F be a non 
empty compact set in R'"; let rj : X x X -^ R^ he a continuous function such that 
rj{x, a;) = 0 for all a; 6 X; let L : X x y -> K.' be a continuously differentiable function 
and P-invex in the present argument. Let L' be a continuous function in both x and 
y;letT:X-^ 2^ be a set-valued mapping defined as (5.5.3). Suppose that, for each 
fixed {x,y) E X xY the function {L'{x, y), TJ{Z, X)) is natural quasi P-convex \n z E X. 
If there exists a nonempty and compact subset B of E" and XQ E BnX, such that for 
all X e X\B, 3y e T{x), such that 
{L'{x,y),Tj{xo,x)) e - i n t P . 
Then NCVSPP(5.5.1) has a global weak-P-saddle point. 
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